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Abstract

Nitrergic neurons (NNs) are inhibitory neurons capable of releasing nitric oxide

(NO) that are labeled with nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate diaphorase

histochemistry. The rat primary somatosensory (S1) and motor (M1) cortices are a

favorable model to investigate NN populations by comparing their morphology, since

these areas share the border of forepaw representation. The distribution of the Type

I NN of the forepaw representation in the S1 and M1 cortices of the rat in different

laminar compartments and the morphological parameters related to the cell body and

dendritic arborization were measured and compared. We observed that the neuronal

density in the S1 (130 NN/mm3) was higher than the neuronal density in the M1

(119 NN/mm3). Most NN neurons were multipolar (S1 with 58%; M1 with 69%), and

a minority of the NN neurons were horizontal (S1 with 6%; M1 with 12%). NN found

in S1 had a higher verticality index than NN found in M1, and no significant differ-

ences were observed for the other morphological parameters. We also demonstrated

significant differences in most of the morphological parameters of the NN between

different cortical compartments of S1 and M1. Our results indicate that the NN of

the forepaw in S1 and M1 corresponds to a neuronal population, where the function-

ality is independent of the different types of sensory and motor processing. How-

ever, the morphological differences found between the cortical compartments of S1

and M1, as well as the higher density of NNs found in S1, indicate that the release of

NO varies between the areas.

K E YWORD S

GABAergic neurons, interneurons, NADPH diaphorase, nitric oxide, primary motor cortex,
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Nitric oxide (NO), the first gaseous neurotransmitter described in the

nervous system, is involved in several physiological and pathological

functions (Bredt & Snyder, 1992; Calabrese et al., 2007; Freire

et al., 2012; Garthwaite, 2008; Moncada et al., 1991). In the brain, NO

synthase (NOS) enzymes colocalize with nicotinamide adenine dinu-

cleotide phosphate diaphorase (NADPHd) (Dawson et al., 1991;

Abbreviations: dl, dendritic length; GL, granular layer; LL, lower layers; M1, primary motor

cortex; NADPHd, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate diaphorase; NN, nitrergic

neurons; NO, nitric oxide; NOS, NO synthases; PB, phosphate buffer; PMBSF, posteromedial

barrel subfield; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; UL, upper layers; vi, verticality index.
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Stuehr, 2004), providing a specific marker for NO-releasing neurons.

NADPHd histochemistry reveals the presence of two types of NO-

synthesizing neurons in the neuropil, which appears as a reactive

background composed of neurites and very thin terminals (Franca

et al., 2000). Type I neurons are intensely labeled and relatively sparse

throughout the cortex. Although Type II neurons are more numerous

than Type I neurons, Type II cells are smaller and display faint or

unlabeled dendritic trees (Franca et al., 2000; Freire et al., 2004; Lüth

et al., 1994; Yan et al., 1996; Yan & Garey, 1997).

Type I inhibitory neurons, referred to as nitrergic neurons (NNs),

have been identified in several species studied, where they make up

approximately 0.5–2% of total cortical neurons (Gabbott &

Bacon, 1995). Although a few studies have investigated the nitrergic

circuitry in somatosensory, motor, visual or auditory cortices, as well

as in the hippocampus, cerebellum, striatum, and spinal cord (Franca

et al., 2000; Freire et al., 2012; Garbossa et al., 2005; Nogueira-

Campos et al., 2012; Santiago et al., 2007; Torres et al., 2006;

Vlasenko et al., 2008), how the structure of such nitrergic circuits is

organized across different brain processing networks has not been

fully elucidated (Freire et al., 2012).

We aimed to analyze Type I neurons because they present

intense Golgi-like staining of the cell body and dendrites and large

somas. Type 2 neurons are smaller with lighter labeling of the cell

body and, occasionally, some labeling in primary neurites (Dawson

et al., 1991; Franca et al., 2000; Freire et al., 2004; Lüth et al., 1994;

Sandell, 1986; Yan & Garey, 1997). These descriptions allowed a

detailed morphological analysis of these classes of neurons.

As shown for excitatory pyramidal neurons, geometric characteris-

tics of an identified neuronal subpopulation are likely to differ across

functionally distinct cortical areas, reflecting local properties of vertical

and horizontal processing flows (Elston, 2002; Elston et al., 2006). Since

NO release may affect local neurovascular dynamics (Haselden

et al., 2020) in a spatially restricted zone around the dendritic field,

comparing the cortical distribution and the fine morphological arrange-

ment of dendritic arbors of NNs across distinct cortical processing fields

or compartments should contribute to a better understanding of how

inhibitory NNs relate to local processing circuits.

Robust and widely used models for exploring details of cortical

circuit organization are the rodent primary somatosensory cortex

(S1) and primary motor cortex (M1), since each cortical region contrib-

utes with its distinct computational flow, from processing afferent

sensory information to generating motor output signals (Morandell &

Huber, 2017; Tandon et al., 2007). Both areas display a topographi-

cally organized and complete representation of the contralateral body

(Donoghue et al., 1990; Hall & Lindholm, 1974; Tandon et al., 2007),

but each of them is characterized by its specific pattern of laminar

organization: S1 has six distinct layers between the pial surface and

the white matter with a prominent granular Layer IV, whereas the GL

is absent from M1. Notably, areas S1 and M1 share a common

cytoarchitectonic border at the level of forepaw representation in rats

(Donoghue & Wise, 1982; Hall & Lindholm, 1974; Petersen, 2007),

providing a highly suitable location for comparing the detailed mor-

phology of NN neurons across functionally related and neighboring

cortical fields. Since both regions of interest are present in the same

histological section, such an experimental design minimizes any bias

resulting from histochemical processing or intraindividual variability.

The sensorimotor hypothesis suggests that all the functions of the

central nervous system are intended to convert sensory information

into appropriate motor responses (Wolpaw, 2007). Therefore, it is

understandable that the generation of motor commands is distributed

throughout the CNS, from the cortex to the spinal cord, with no area

being fully responsible for any action. However, although the motor

system is highly complex, with the participation of several brain and

nonbrain structures in the generation of coordinated movement and

despite the difficulty in defining specific functions to specific structures

in this system, M1 is recognized as a higher hierarchical region that is

fundamental to coordinated voluntary movement. Several studies have

been published involving electrical stimulation in M1 of anesthetized

animals or recording of electrical activity in M1 of awake animals to

generate movements in the animal (Ethier et al., 2006; Graziano

et al., 2002) or in electronic devices (Chapin et al., 1999; Serruya

et al., 2002; Wessberg et al., 2000), respectively. Capaday (2004) sug-

gests that the motor cortex is not the decisive site of the motor com-

mand, but once the movement decision has been established, the

motor cortex synthesizes the information and sends it to motor centers

in the brainstem and spinal cord. In this context, the work of Gao

et al. (2003) reinforces this idea by demonstrating that a lesion in the

motor cortex does not totally prevent the act of moving the vibrissae in

rats but completely impairs this action in terms of coordination, speed,

and amplitude of contraction of the vibrissae contralateral to the injury

cortical site in addition to reducing the synchrony of the vibrissae

movements on both sides of the snout. Differences in signal processing

between the motor and somesthetic cortices make these areas interest-

ing for comparing the morphology of NNs. In addition, Nogueira-

Campos et al. (2012) showed by a whole reconstruction of S1 that the

morphology of NN changed according to the laminar or columnar corti-

cal compartments. These researchers suggested that it could reflect the

physiology of these cells. Thus, assuming that S1 and M1 contribute

with their distinct computational flow, from processing afferent sensory

information to generating motor output signals (Morandell &

Huber, 2017; Tandon et al., 2007), we could expect an impact on the

morphology of these neurons.

In the present study, we used a 3D reconstruction system

(Neurolucida, see Nogueira-Campos et al., 2012) to analyze the distri-

bution and detailed dendritic morphology of all NADPHd-labeled

Type I NNs at the cortical forepaw representation and compared geo-

metric parameters across the different laminar compartments of

neighboring S1 and M1 in individual adult rats.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Animals, perfusion, and tissue preparation

All experimental protocols were conducted following the NIH Guide

for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (www.nap.edu/catalog/
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12910.html) and were approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal

Use in Scientific Research (CEUA) of the Center for Health Sciences

(CCS) at Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ, protocol # IBCCF

029). Adult Wistar rats were obtained from the animal facility of the

Institute of Biological Sciences (ICB, UFRJ). All efforts were made to

minimize suffering and reduce the number of animals used.

Three adult male Wistar rats of the same age and approximately

the same weight (5.1–5.4 g) kept in similar conditions of light expo-

sure (Chen et al., 2013), physical exercise (Torres et al., 2006), and

emotional stress (Beijamini & Guimar~aes, 2006) were perfused in the

summer at the same time of day, between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.

(the period of maximum enzyme activity in the rat cortex), to avoid

circadian oscillations of NADPHd reactivity in the neuropil, as has

been reported for the visual cortex (Hilbig & Punkt, 1997). Rats were

deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbitone (30 mg/kg) and per-

fused through the left ventricle using a Milan peristaltic pump (Milano

Componenti, Milan, Italy) with 250 ml of 0.9% sodium chloride

followed by 300–400 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M, pH 7.4

sodium phosphate buffer. The same perfusion and fixation procedures

were used in all animals to avoid variations described by Matsumoto

et al. (1993) and Romanelli et al. (2007).

To further reduce variability, brains were systematically

processed on the same day of perfusion. After removal from the skull,

a block of the left hemisphere containing the entire frontal and parie-

tal cortices was prepared and cut into serial 150-μm-thick coronal sec-

tions using a vibratome (Leica model VT 1000S). Free-floating

sections were collected in 0.1 M, pH 8.0 Tris buffer, and immediately

reacted for NADPHd histochemistry as follows.

2.1.1 | NADPHd histochemistry

Sections were incubated at 37�C in a solution consisting of 0.6% malic

acid, 0.03% nitroblue tetrazolium, 1% dimethylsulfoxide, 0.03% man-

ganese chloride, and 0.1% β-NADP in 0.1 M, pH 8.0 Tris buffer, fol-

lowing the procedure modified by Scherer-Singler et al. (1983). To

increase penetration of reagents into the section thickness, 0.75% Tri-

ton X-100 was added, and sections were incubated in a shaker for

2–4 h protected from light. The histochemical reaction was periodi-

cally monitored by inspecting one or two sections under a light

microscope. When most NADPHd-reactive cell bodies displayed well-

labeled tertiary dendrites, the histochemical reaction was stopped

with 0.1 M Tris buffer washes. Sections were promptly mounted onto

poly-L-lysine-coated glass slides and left to air-dry overnight. The next

day, slides were dehydrated in alcohol, washed twice in xylene for

5 min, and coverslipped using Entellan (Merck) mounting medium.

2.1.2 | Delimitation of S1, M1, and cortical
compartments

The regions of interest in this study comprised the forepaw represen-

tation in areas S1 and M1 (Figure 1(a)). According to Paxinos and

Watson (1997), both areas share a common border along an

anteroposterior extension of at least 1.0 mm, where the digits of the

forepaw are represented; in this region, the medialmost portion of S1

lies side to side with the lateralmost portion of M1 (Tandon

et al., 2007). According to cytoarchitectonic criteria, this border

between M1 and S1 is neither sharp nor clearly delineated but rather

appears as a 100-μm-wide transition zone where the laminar pattern

gradually shifts from typical granular (S1) to typical agranular

(M1) cortices. Therefore, the anteroposterior level of consecutive

NAPHd processed sections was first defined with the aid of Paxinos's

adult rat brain atlas coronal drawings using several visible anatomical

landmarks, such as the size of caudate–putamen, the position of the

anterior commissure, and the shape and thickness of the corpus cal-

losum. Once coronal sections corresponding to the anteroposterior

level of the forepaw were selected by gross observation, they were

further examined using a �10 objective when, based on the back-

ground staining of the neuropile, laminar boundaries could be drawn,

enabling the delineation of cortical areas S1 and M1 and their com-

mon border. To avoid arbitrary misallocation of cells lying at the bor-

der, a safety region centered on the transition zone and extending

200 μm mediolaterally was adopted, and NN cell bodies lying within

this sector were excluded from subsequent analyses.

F IGURE 1 Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
diaphorase (NADPHd) reactive neuropil and nitrergic neurons.
(a) Drawing of a coronal section of the rat adult brain (Paxinos &
Watson, 1997) at the level of the representation of the forepaw,
enlarged in (b). (c) Photomicrograph of a coronal section at the level of

the representation of the forepaw, processed for NADPHd, showing
reactive neuropil and nitrergic neurons in areas S1 and M1. The
representations of the forepaws in areas S1 and M1 are parallel to
each other. In S1, Layer IV is more intensely labeled than Layers I–III
and V-VI. Arrowheads point to the S1/M1 borders. Scale bar: 200 μm
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Then, combinations of a cortical area with a given cortical layer-

defined cortical compartments, in which we analyzed different quanti-

tative parameters, such as neuronal density, and various morphologi-

cal characteristics, such as cell body area (CBA) and dendritic length

(DL; see below).

The pattern of neuropil reactivity allowed the definition of the

following laminar compartments in S1, from top to bottom:

(a) supragranular, or upper layers (UL, comprising

cytoarchitectonically defined Layers I, II, and III), displayed interme-

diate background NADPHd reactivity; (b) the GL (or Layer IV) was

easily distinguishable by its strong, contrasting labeling; (c) Layer V

had lighter labeling; and (d) Layer VI was clearly distinguishable

from the underlying white matter. The latter two layers were even-

tually grouped together as infragranular or lower layers (LL, com-

prising both Layers V and VI). Since granular Layer IV is absent

from M1, this area was vertically divided into UL (I-II-III, or UL),

Layers V and VI, the latter two being grouped as the LL. Thus, NNs

located medially in M1 could be assigned to four laminar compart-

ments (UL, LL, V, or VI), whereas NNs in S1, located more laterally

in the coronal sections, could be assigned to five laminar compart-

ments: UL, GL, LL (V or VI). The boundaries of each of these nine

cortical compartments were drawn as quadrangular closed contours

using Neurolucida software (MBFBiosciences, Inc.) under low mag-

nification. The same registered 3D coordinate system was used to

circumscribe laminar borders and plot cell bodies at low magnifica-

tion, as well as to reconstruct cell bodies and dendritic arbors at

much higher magnification (see below). Therefore, the

Neuroexplorer companion analysis software module could compute

calculations of compartment areas and volumes, as well as of neu-

ronal densities.

2.1.3 | Stereological evaluation of NN density

The local density of NNs was evaluated in the different compartments

of the forepaw representation in S1 and M1 following the procedures

previously described by Nogueira-Campos et al. (2012) and using a

sequence of three adjacent 150-μm-thick, NADPHd-reacted sections

of the left hemisphere of three animals, thereby comprising a

450-μm-thick slab of sample cortex for each case.

Briefly, the total number of nitrergic cell body profiles (N) was

counted and first divided by the flat area (A) of the respective cortical

compartment. The mean density per compartment area was calculated

by adding all nitrergic cell body profiles found in a given compartment

in all nine sections from the three animals used in this study and then

dividing this number by the sum of the compartment areas measured

in each of those nine sections.

Density per volume was then estimated for each cortical com-

partment adopting Abercrombie's stereological correction formula

(Abercrombie, 1946):

Nv¼ N=Að Þ= tþdð Þ

where t is the section thickness set at the vibratome (150 μm), and

d is the average cell body diameter measured in each compartment.

Following the procedures described by Schüz and Palm (1989), the

diameter (d) was estimated from the CBA (a) using the circle formula:

d¼2 a=πð Þ0:5

The average cell body diameter (d) was calculated for each corti-

cal compartment using all reconstructed neurons located in that given

compartment. Next, the value of d was corrected using the stereologi-

cal estimations defined by formulas (2) and (3) of Schüz and

Palm (1989), yielding values d2 and d3, respectively. Since d2 overes-

timates and d3 underestimates the actual value of d, the final value

applied in Abercrombie's formula was the mean obtained from d2

and d3.

2.1.4 | Tridimensional reconstruction

Digital reconstruction of NN was performed using both a Zeiss �40

neofluar plan objective (for the cell body) and a �100 plan objective

(for the dendritic tree) coupled to a Zeiss Axioplan-2 microscope

equipped with a color digital camera (1600 � 1200, 3/400 chip, 36 bit,

MBF), a motorized stage (Mac5000 LUDL), and an extra z-encoder

controlled by Neurolucida 8.0 software (MBFBiosciences, Inc) running

on a Dell workstation.

All NNs identified in the regions under study were reconstructed,

even when their dendrites spread out of the delimited areas. Some

neurons whose cell bodies were located close to the cut edges of the

section (as estimated by the focal plane) and/or whose dendrites dis-

appeared abruptly at the top or bottom of the section were manifestly

incomplete due to tissue sectioning. Although such incomplete neu-

rons were partially reconstructed for quantification of neuronal den-

sity and illustration purposes, their morphometric data were excluded

from the subsequent quantitative analysis. Only complete neurons,

with cell bodies located in the middle of the sections and all dendrites

presenting a tapering profile, were included in the quantitative analy-

sis of morphological parameters.

2.1.5 | Acquisition of morphological parameters

The geometric properties collected during high-magnification micro-

scopic reconstruction using the Neurolucida acquisition system may

be extracted as quantitative morphological parameters using

NeuroExplorer software, as previously described by Nogueira-Campos

et al. (2012). These parameters were related either to the cell body or

to the dendritic tree.

Cell body parameters included the following: (1) CBA, defined as

the flat 2D surface occupied by the neuronal soma, and (2) form factor

(FF), which varies between 0 and 1 and indicates how spherical the

cell body is (values closer to 1 reflect more spherical cell body shape).
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The standard morphological parameters enabling us to character-

ize the geometry of dendritic arborizations were as follows: (1) DL,

corresponding to the sum of the lengths of all segments of the den-

dritic tree; (2) number of nodes, corresponding to the total number of

points where two or more dendritic segments originate; (3) number

of dendritic segments, defined as portions of the dendritic tree com-

prised between two consecutive nodes, or between a node and the

cell body, or corresponding to a terminal branch; (4) dendritic field

area, which measures the size of the dendritic field in a given volume

or area by interpreting the branched structure as a solid object after a

convex hull analysis (Wässle & Boycott, 1991); and (5) fractal dimen-

sion (FD), which gives a quantitative estimate of the complexity of

dendritic arborization, describing how dendritic ramification fills the

area that comprises the dendritic field.

Additionally, the dendritic orientation (6) of each neuron was

defined using wedge analysis of dendritic length (dl). A Cartesian

coordinate reference frame dividing eight equiangular wedges was

centered at the cell body, with its principal vertical axis oriented

toward the pia mater. The total length of dendritic segments

enclosed in each wedge (dln) was measured to compute a verticality

index (vi) as the sum of dls in the four wedges contiguous to the ver-

tical axis, divided by the sum of dl measured in all eight wedges

(total dl). vi allowed the classification of Type I neurons as

horizontal- (0 < vi < 0.32), multipolar- (0.33 < vi < 0.65), or vertical-

oriented (0.66 < vi < 1).

2.2 | Data analysis

All Type I NNs, labeled within a 450-μm slab, were digitally

reconstructed from each of three individual animals. Cells located at

the S1/M1 transition zone and incomplete cells were excluded. Mor-

phological parameters characterizing the cell body and the dendritic

tree of 380 NNs (134, 117 and 129 reconstructed from Cases 1, 2,

and 3, respectively) were compared between the above defined corti-

cal compartments of S1 and M1 forepaw representation.

A preliminary Shapiro–Wilk's W test indicated that the sample

does not follow a normal distribution. Therefore, a nonparametric

Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test was performed, followed by

computation of the maximum differences for pairs of groups and

by determination of two-sided probabilities for multiple comparisons

to assess statistical significance. The level of significance was set at

.05 (*) and .01 (**) in all analyses. Values for morphological parameters

were tabulated in a spreadsheet and transferred to Systat13 (Systat

Software, Inc., Chicago, IL) for statistical analysis.

3 | RESULTS

In the following sections, we describe the pattern of NADPHd

staining at the forepaw representation and then analyze the distribu-

tion and geometric parameters of cell bodies and dendritic arboriza-

tions of 380 NN before comparing their morphological properties

between neighboring cortical compartments with distinct input/out-

put connectivity and physiological roles.

3.1 | Pattern of NADPHd-reactive neuropil
staining

In rat area S1, the forepaw representation (designated S1FL by

Zilles, 1985) has an anteroposterior extension of approximately

2.5 mm. However, only in its anteriormost 1.0 mm does the medial

border of S1 coincide with the lateral border of area M1 (or Fr1 after

Zilles, 1985). Since sensory and motor representations of the forepaw

neighbor each other within the same coronal section (Brecht

et al., 2004; Tandon et al., 2007), the variability inherent from

NADPHd histochemical processing is reduced, allowing for direct

comparison in this region of interest.

Area S1 was easily identified by the intense NADPHd reactivity

of cortical Layer IV, which stood out when compared with the upper

and LLs (Figure 1) and was absent from the medially neighboring area

M1. Additional differences in the staining intensity of the diffuse

NADPHd-reactive neuropil in area S1 enabled us to delineate its lami-

nar borders. Typically, layer I corresponded to a thin, dark layer below

the pial surface. Below are the less reactive Layers II and III. The bor-

der between Layers II and III cannot be reliably identified by means of

NADPHd histochemistry alone. Below the strongly reactive Layer IV

lies the pale, poorly reactive Layer V. Layer VI displays an intermediate

intensity of staining (Figure 1(c)).

In a typical coronal section, as one progresses from S1 toward the

midline (Figure 1), the rather abrupt termination of Layer IV indicates

the transition from S1 to area M1, which is characterized by a more

homogeneous pattern of neuropil staining, where UL (I–III) and LL

(V-VI) display staining patterns similar to the staining patterns

observed in S1. In M1, Layers II and III display intense and almost uni-

form background staining, whereas subjacent Layer V is the palest

cortical layer, and Layer VI displays an intermediate level of NADPHd

reactivity, as in S1. However, Layers V and VI both appear slightly

more intensely labeled in M1 than their respective counterparts in S1

(Figure 1(c)).

3.2 | Cortical distribution and density of NNs

To quantify the spatial distribution of NNs in the different cortical com-

partments of S1 and M1, neuronal density was calculated for each case

after adding up the number of cell bodies and the area size of delineated

cortical compartments in S1 and M1 from all selected sections (Table 1).

Since simple cell counting may result in biased estimations of the num-

ber of cellular profiles (Gundersen et al., 1988), appropriate stereological

corrections were applied (see Section 2). Once all measured compart-

ment areas were added from the set of selected sections, the size of the

forepaw representation averaged 7.47 mm2 for S1 and 7.26 mm2 for

M1. LLs accounted for 60% of the cortical thickness in both S1 and M1,

and correspondingly, these layers contained 50–60% of all NNs found
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in the region of interest. Layer V displayed the lowest density values in

both S1 (84 neurons/mm3) and M1 (99 neurons/mm3). However,

the highest NN density values were observed in Layer VI for S1

(165 neurons/mm3) and in the ULs for M1 (149 neurons/mm3). Overall,

the average NN density was slightly higher in S1 (130 neurons/mm3)

than in M1 (119 neurons/mm3).

3.3 | Morphology of NNs in the forepaw
representation

We reconstructed all NADPHd neurons within the selected parts of

areas S1 and M1 in three sequential sections for three rats (two

shown in Figure 2(a,b)). Cells located at the limits between two con-

tiguous compartments were assigned to the compartment including

more than half of the cell body. All ramifications of a given NN

were assigned to the compartment containing its cell body,

irrespective of whether parts of the dendritic tree were located in a

neighboring compartment. Neurons were grouped into nine possi-

ble compartments, four within M1: (a) UL (Layers I–III); (b) Layer V;

(c) Layer VI; (d) the latter being eventually grouped with Layer V as

LL (Layer V-VI); and five in S1, characterized by its prominent,

densely stained GL (Layer IV), absent from M1. Figure 2 shows all

NNs in consecutive sections, while Figures 3, 4, and 7 illustrate rep-

resentative individual neurons reconstructed from those nine

compartments.

Figure 3 shows micrographs and flattened 3D reconstructions of

two Type I neurons, one from S1 Layer IV (a, c, e) and another from

M1 ULs (b, d, f). Both cells display a similar number of primary den-

drites, and their arborization extends over a similar area, where the

cell body occupies a central position.

Figure 4 illustrates four other examples of NNs whose cell bodies

were located in the UL of area S1 (a), UL of M1 (b), LL of S1 (c), or LL

of M1 (d). These neurons display dendritic fields of different sizes and

different orientations relative to the pial surface. Their cell bodies also

display different sizes and are asymmetrically located within the vol-

ume enclosing the entire dendritic arborization. Below, we analyze

and compare the quantitative parameters characterizing the morphol-

ogy of NNs at the forepaw representation.

3.4 | Quantitative analysis of NN morphological
parameters

Morphological parameters describing the cell body (CBA and FF) and

dendritic branching (DL, dendritic field, number of nodes and seg-

ments, FD, and vi) of the 380 reconstructed NNs were compared

across both cortical areas and their nine laminar compartments. Com-

parisons are expressed as medians, first and third quartiles, maxima

and minima (box plots on the left in Figure 5) and individual values

(scatter plots on the right in Figure 5).

Figure 5 shows that NADPHd-positive neurons in S1 displayed a

higher vi than the NADPHd-positive neurons in M1 (p < .05). There

was no significant difference between S1 and M1 samples for CBA,

DL, dendritic field, number of nodes, or FD.

Figure 6 shows a quantitative evaluation of the significant differ-

ences in the morphological parameters observed between cortical

compartments of S1 and M1. Figure 6(a) shows the significant differ-

ences in CBA for S1 (blue) and M1 (red) cortical compartments. In S1,

NADPHd neurons in the UL display larger somas than the NADPHd

neurons reconstructed in the LL. This difference is particularly evident

for S1 Layer VI, which displays the lowest mean CBA of all compart-

ments sampled in S1 or M1. LL neurons of M1 have larger soma than

LL neurons of S1.

Figure 6(b) shows the significant differences in the cell body FF

across cortical compartments. Neurons from S1 LL are more spherical

than the neurons from M1 LL, especially from M1 Layer VI, which

contains the largest proportion of cells with low FFs.

Regarding dendritic field area (Figure 6(c)), neurons in the UL of

S1 displayed a larger total DL than Layer VI neurons from the same

cortical area. Neurons of the GL display significantly larger DLs than

the neurons from the upper or LLs of S1. In turn, the dendritic arbors

of LL neurons of M1 cover larger field areas than the dendritic

arbors of S1 LL. Figure 6(d) shows no significant differences in the DL

of neurons labeled in the different cortical compartments of S1 or

M1 (p < .05).

Figure 6(e,f) presents the statistical distributions for the number

of nodes and segments, respectively (p < .05). Since both parameters

are intrinsically related, they actually follow the same pattern. Within

S1, UL neurons have more nodes and segments than the neurons

TABLE 1 Distribution of NNs cell bodies in the different cortical compartments

Cortical compartmentsa

Number of cells Compartment area (mm2) Cell body diameter (SEM) in μm Neuronal density (cells/mm3)b

S1 M1 S1 M1 S1 M1 S1 M1

Total area 206 174 7.47 7.26 12.95 (0.1) 13.15 (0.1) 130 119

UL (I–III layers) 75 83 1.77 2.93 13.46 (0.2) 13.09 (0.2) 156 149

GL (IV layer) 21 — 1.03 — 13.11 (0.3) — 125 —

LL (V-VI layers) 110 91 4.68 4.33 12.58 (0.8) 13.22 (0.2) 121 99

Layer V 44 49 2.5 2.6 13.04 (0.3) 13.11 (0.3) 84 99

Layer VI 66 42 2.17 1.73 12.28 (0.2) 13.35 (0.3) 165 100

aCortical compartments: GL, granular layer; LL, lower layers; SEM, standard error of the mean; UL, upper layers.
bCorresponding values were calculated after stereological corrections described in section “Stereological Evaluation of Cell Density” (see Section 2).
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located in LL. The dendritic trees of GL neurons display more nodes

and segments than NN neurons from any other compartment of S1 or

M1. When both areas are compared, UL neurons display fewer nodes

or segments in S1 than in M1.

Figure 6(g) shows the differences in the FD of NNs across cortical

compartments. As might be expected from their larger values for

nodes, segments, DL, and field area, NN in S1 Layer IV displays a

wider FD than the NNs in upper or LLs from S1 or M1.

Figure 6(h) shows the differences in the vi. The vi was computed

after a wedge analysis of the distribution of dendritic segments, yield-

ing values closer to 1 for trees oriented mostly parallel to the axis of

radial cortical columns (vertical neurons), while values closer to 0 indi-

cated that dendritic branches were primarily oriented parallel to the

cortical layers (horizontal neurons, see Section 2). Neurons with inter-

mediate vi were classified as multipolar since they did not present any

preferred segment orientation. In S1, neurons from Layer V display

higher verticality indices than the neurons from UL or Layer VI, while

Layer VI neurons display lower vi than those of GL. In M1, UL neurons

have smaller verticality indices than LL NNs. When comparing both

areas, GL neurons in S1 showed a higher vi than UL neurons in M1.

Furthermore, dendritic arbors of Layer V neurons in S1 appear more

vertically oriented than neurons of any compartment of M1.

Figure 6(i) gives confidence levels of all statistical comparisons for

each morphological parameter across compartments. No significant

difference was observed in the DL between any two compartments.

However, the comparison between S1 and M1 reveals differences for

lower-layer neurons in CBA, number of nodes (#N), number of seg-

ments (#S), and FD. The most significant differences were noted

within area S1, between Layer IV and the ULs, or between Layers IV

and VI. This trend in the differences in the vi contrasted with the dis-

tribution of other geometric parameters (see Figure 6(i)). Overall, dif-

ferences in morphological parameters were frequent in the

F IGURE 2 3D reconstruction
of all Type I nitrergic neurons
(NNs) labeled in the forepaw
representation in areas S1 and
M1 of two adult rats, shown in
different cytoarchitectonic
compartments. All NNs
reconstructed from three
selected contiguous sections of

case one (a) and case two (b) are
shown with random coloring.
NNs are more densely packed in
the upper layers (I–III) and more
sparsely distributed in Layer
V. the distribution of labeled
somas differs between S1 and
M1. In M1, most NNs are in the
upper layers. In S1, labeled cells
are distributed both in upper
layers and in Layer VI, while only
a few NNs are in Layer V. dorsal
is to the top, medial to the right.
Scale bar: 100 μm [Color figure
can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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comparisons between different laminar compartments of S1 and rare

between M1 compartments. The results suggest that differences in

the morphological characteristics between S1 and M1 NNs are most

evident in LLs V and VI.

Finally, Table 2 describes the areal and laminar distribution of all

NNs according to their main dendritic orientation, as defined from the

ranges of vi values (see Figure 6). Most NNs in our sample were multi-

polar (63%, 0.33 < vi < 0.65) or vertical (28%, vi > 0.66), while a

minority were horizontal (9%, vi < 0.32). In S1, 58% of the NNs were

multipolar, 36% vertical, and only 6% horizontal. Multipolar NNs

were more common in the UL (n = 23), vertically oriented neurons

were prominent in Layer V (n = 15), and most horizontally oriented

neurons were observed in Layer VI (n = 4). In M1, the proportion of

multipolar NNs was even higher (68%), whereas vertical and horizon-

tal NNs represented 20 and 12%, respectively. In M1, multipolar NNs

were more frequent in the ULs (n = 41), followed by Layer VI

(n = 15), while vertical NNs were more common in Layer V (n = 8)

and horizontal neurons in the UL (n = 9).

4 | DISCUSSION

We described and compared the distribution and morphological

arrangement of NADPHd-labeled Type I NNs within the forepaw

representation of neighboring cortical areas S1 and M1 of adult

Wistar rats. These cells constitute a subpopulation of inhibitory

GABAergic neurons capable of releasing NO, a small gaseous mole-

cule involved in several fundamental physiological and pathological

roles in peripheral and central nervous systems (Bredt &

Snyder, 1992; Dawson et al., 1994). How the neurochemical, electro-

physiological and morphological properties of inhibitory, NO-releasing

neurons may relate to local vascular and/or neuronal networks

remains unclear (Cauli & Hamel, 2010). However, since the diffusion

of NO is fast, transient and spatially restricted, the geometric features

of NNs are likely to reflect their contribution to the local regulation of

cerebral blood flow dynamics, which also depends on the local fea-

tures of the cortical circuit (including neural excitatory and glial ele-

ments, as well as on their modulation by diffuse subcortical inputs).

Therefore, we explored and compared the morphological properties

of NN between two strongly interconnected areas that are widely

used for modeling cortical processing: the primary sensory and motor

cortices of the rat.

Both areas S1 and M1 are topologically organized to provide a

map of the contralateral body parts and, at the level of the forepaw

representation, lie close to each other, sharing a common transition

zone. However, S1 and M1 have distinct input/output connectivity,

laminar patterns, and horizontal and vertical circuit organizations and

perform distinct operations during sensorimotor processing

F IGURE 3 Photomicrographs
and 3D reconstructions of two
nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate
diaphorase (NADPHd)-labeled
neurons in areas S1 and M1.
Examples of nitrergic neurons
(NNs) labeled after NADPHd
histochemistry in Layer IV of area

S1 (left: a, c, e) and in the upper
layers of area M1 (right: b, d, f).
Top, low magnification
photomicrograph allowing us to
appreciate background reactivity
of the neuropil. Middle, closer
view emphasizing a selected
neuron at the same magnification
as its reconstruction shown
below. Bottom, complete 3D
reconstruction of the neuron
highlighted in the above
microphotograph. White arrows
point to the selected neuron in
each example. The scale bar at
the lower right is 100 μm for
panels a and b and 50 μm for
Panels (c–f) [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Donoghue et al., 1990; Donoghue & Wise, 1982; Lübke &

Feldmeyer, 2007; Tandon et al., 2007; Wester & Contreras, 2012). In

the present study, we explored these shared and distinct characteris-

tics to investigate whether the cortical distribution and morphology of

NNs may relate to the layout of local processing modules.

4.1 | Distribution of NNs in areas S1 and M1

We found several differences in the distribution and density of NN

across the forepaw representation in S1 and M1. Globally, the density

of NNs was higher in S1 than in M1. Similar results were observed for

the distribution of NN in other parts of the body representation in S1

and M1 (Huh et al., 1998) and, more recently, in the extensively stud-

ied region of whisker representation (Afarinesh & Behzadi, 2018).

After dividing the selected region of interest into several

cytoarchitectonic compartments, we observed that Layer VI of the S1

forepaw representation contained the highest density of NNs

(165 cells/mm3) in keeping with a previous study focused on the whis-

ker pad representation in S1 (Afarinesh & Behzadi, 2018). As the corti-

cal thickness was divided into UL (Layers I–III), GL (Layer IV), and LLs

(including Layers V and VI), higher NN density values were observed

in UL, consistent with Nogueira-Campos et al. (2012), who analyzed

the distribution of NN throughout the entire S1 cortex, including its

representations of the snout, whiskers, trunk, hind-, and forelimbs.

Other studies of the distribution of NN in S1 (Franca et al., 2000;

Freire et al., 2004) have been performed mostly on serial, tangential

F IGURE 4 Photomicrographs and 3D reconstructions of four
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate diaphorase (NADPHd)-
labeled neurons in areas S1 and M1. Photomicrographs and
reconstructions of four examples of NADPHd-labeled neurons from
the forepaw representation located in: (a) S1 upper layers, (b) M1
upper layers, (c) S1 lower layers, and (d) M1 lower layers. Scale bar:
50 μm [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 5 Comparison of morphological parameters for nitrergic
neurons in S1 (red) and M1 (blue). Median (heavy line), first and third
quartiles (box), maximum and minimum (vertical lines), and individual
values (circles) of six parameters used to describe and quantify the
soma and dendritic arbors of all nitrergic neurons reconstructed in our
sample. For the verticality index graph (bottom, right), the yellow band
corresponds to horizontal neurons (vi = 0–0.32), the white band
(vi = 0.33–0.65) to multipolar neurons, and the green band to

vertical-oriented cells (vi = 0.66–1). Asterisk (*) indicates a significant
difference of p < .05 [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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sections parallel to Layer IV of the posterior medial barrel subfield

(where individual whiskers are represented discretely in sharply

defined barrels). These estimates of the laminar distribution of NN

indicated higher densities in the supragranular layers and in Layer VI,

compatible with our present results.

Within the forepaw representation of area M1, the highest NN

density was found in UL, followed by Layer VI. Other studies in M1

reported the most numerous NNs in Layer V (in the whisker represen-

tation, Afarinesh & Behzadi, 2018) or in Layer VI (Vlasenko

et al., 2008), although the last study does not state explicitly which

parts of M1 were actually selected in the counted sections. Such dis-

crepancies may indeed result from the sampling of different parts of

M1 representations across these studies. Further work and

approaches will be necessary to better correlate the distribution of

NNs within cortical area M1 modules and layers and, therefore, to

better understand how the nitrergic network contributes to cortical

physiology and dynamics.

4.2 | Morphological variability of NNs within S1
and M1

4.2.1 | Local diversity of morphotypes

Based on the median values of all morphological parameters from

each cortical compartment, “typical” representative neurons could be

F IGURE 6 Comparison of morphological parameters for nitrergic neurons reconstructed from different cortical compartments of areas S1
and M1. Median (heavy line), first and third quartile (box), maximum and minimum (vertical lines) values for the following variables computed for
the 380 reconstructed nitrergic neurons: (a) cell body area (CBA); (b) form factor (FF); (c) dendritic field area (DFA); (d) dendritic length (DL);
(e) number of nodes (#N); (f) number of segments (#S); (g) fractal dimension (FD); and (h) verticality index (VI). Data were grouped according to
area (blue, S1; red, M1) and their laminar compartments (UL, upper layer; GL, granular layer; V, Layer V; and VI, Layer VI). (i) Table indicating
significance values for all comparisons across areas and compartments. (*) p < .05 and (**) p < .01 [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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selected for each layer of S1 and M1. Figure 7 illustrates a set of such

representative neurons, which display the CBA, FF, DL, number of

nodes, number of segments, FD, and vi values close to the median

computed for each compartment. However, our data confirm that the

heterogeneity of NN morphotypes is observed even within a

restricted laminar and modular piece of cortex. As shown in the recon-

structions in Figure 1, dendritic arbors of neighboring NNs may span

restricted or extensive cortical volumes and assume any orientation.

Defining the range of these structural parameters is useful to elabo-

rate cortical models that may integrate the biologically observed local

diversity of inhibitory nitrergic morphotypes in addition to their

known patterns of spontaneous and evoked firing properties and to

the range of possible neurochemical profiles. In the present study, we

applied only NADPHd histochemistry to optimize staining contrast

and allow for detailed reconstruction of fine processes throughout

consecutive 150-μm-thick sections. New approaches for spine visuali-

zation and reconstruction may contribute to classifying subtypes of

NN (Pchitskaya & Bezprozvanny Ilya, 2020), although such categoriza-

tion remains an open issue. Further studies combining additional

markers are required to investigate how the diverse phenotypic char-

acteristics of NNs may contribute to the modulation of cortical

dynamics (see Cauli & Hamel, 2010; Kubota et al., 2011).

4.2.2 | Cell body size and shape

The size and shape of NN cell somas were assessed by computing

CBA (CBA) and FF (yielding values ranging from 0 to

1, corresponding to more elongated or more spherical shape, respec-

tively). No significant difference in these parameters was noted

between areas S1 and M1 when these areas were considered glob-

ally. However, differences were evident across cortical compart-

ments. The somas of NN in the LLs of M1 were significantly larger

(p < .05) and more elongated than the somas of NN in S1

LL. Afarinesh and Behzadi (2018) observed opposite results and

reported a smaller mean soma diameter in M1 than in S1. However,

their region of interest was the whisker representation, while we

focused on the forepaw representation. In any case, our results

reveal differences in the laminar distribution of soma size and shape

between S1 and M1, which are discussed below.

Within S1, GL NNs displayed larger somas than the other layers,

in agreement with the findings of Nogueira-Campos et al. (2012) in S1

and compatible with the abundant literature confirming the intense

NADPHd histochemical reactivity of Layer IV in primary sensory areas

(Wallace, 1987; Wong-Riley & Welt, 1980), which also appears

strongly reactive for metabolic enzymes such as succinate dehydroge-

nase or cytochrome oxidase (Aoki et al., 1993; Wong-Riley

et al., 1998), reinforcing the hypothesis that heavy NOS expression

might be related to sustained afferent neural activity (Garthwaite &

Boulton, 1995). Importantly, however, pharmacological experiments

suggested that neuronal NO release does not mediate the stimulus-

induced metabolic response but rather plays a permissive role by

increasing local blood flow (Lindauer et al., 1999) and thus modulates

the level and, possibly, the saliency of evoked signals. The relative

contribution from the soma and from diffuse reactive neuropiles to

NO release also remains to be clarified. Whereas the largest NN cells

were found in GL in S1, NNs located in Layer VI displayed significantly

(p < .01) smaller somas than NNs located in other layers (Figures 6

and 7).

In contrast, within the M1 forepaw region, Layer VI NN was sig-

nificantly (p < .01) more elongated than in other layers (Figures 5–7).

Large and elongated NN somas may be associated with specific mod-

ulatory requirements for layers involved in the generation of motor

output signals. There is no consensus regarding the spatial–temporal

dynamics of basal or evoked NO release by cortical neurons (Cauli &

Hamel, 2010) or whether and how soma shape actually influences the

release of gaseous NO or of coexpressed classical neuromodulators.

4.2.3 | Dendritic field complexity, size, and
orientation

In the present study, we did not find any significant differences in the

total DL of NNs throughout the forepaw representation. However,

TABLE 2 Distribution of NNs according to their dendritic orientation

Vertical Multipolar Horizontal

S1 M1 Total S1 M1 Total S1 M1 Total

Total area 39 (18%)a 20 (10%)a 59 (28%)a 62 (30%)a 70 (33%)a 132 (63%)a 6 (3%)a 12(6%)a 18 (9%)a

UL (I–III layers) 9 (4%)a 8 (9%)a 17 (19%)a 23 (11%)a 41 (20%)a 64 (31%)a 1 (1%)a 9 (4%)a 10 (5%)a

GL (IV layer) 9 (4%)a — 9 (4%)a 9 (4%)a — 9 (4%)a — — —

LL (V-VI layers) 21 (10%)a 12 (12%)a 33 (33%)a 30 (15%)a 29 (13%)a 59 (28%)a 5 (2%)a 3 (2%)a 8 (4%)a

Layer V 15 (7%)a 8 (16%)a 23 (45%)a 11 (6%)a 14 (6%)a 25 (12%)a 1 (1%)a 2 (1%)a 3 (1%)a

Layer VI 6 (3%)a 4 (8%)a 10 (20%)a 19 (9%)a 15 (7%)a 34 (16%)a 4 (1%)a 1 (1%)a 5 (3%)a

aNumber of NNs per compartment and rounded percentage of the total number of NN reconstructed in the sample = 209 NN (107 in S1 and 102 in M1);

total: sum of NN in S1 and M1.

Abbreviations: GL, granular layer; LL, lower layer; NNs, nitrergic neurons, UL, upper layer.
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significant intraareal and interareal differences in the complexity of

dendritic arbors were detected, as expressed by variations in the num-

ber of nodes or segments, FD and dendritic field size.

Within S1, GL NN had a higher FD and more nodes and segments

than NNs from other layers. UL NNs also had more nodes and seg-

ments and occupied a larger dendritic field area than NNs in LL, espe-

cially than NNs in Layer VI. Within M1, no difference in the dendritic

field area was found across laminar compartments. When comparing

both areas, M1 UL NNs had fewer nodes and segments and smaller

FD than S1 NNs located in UL or GL (Figures 6 and 7). This finding is

consistent with Afarinesh and Behzadi (2018), who reported fewer

third-order dendritic branches, nodes and segments of NNs in M1

than in S1.

The analysis of NN dendritic field orientation in the forepaw rep-

resentation showed that most NNs are multipolar or vertically ori-

ented. Globally, S1 NN displays higher vertical indices than NNs in

M1. Such bias in favor of vertically oriented dendritic fields in S1 was

especially significant in UL (p < .01), although S1 Layer V NN also dis-

played a higher vi than M1 NN in any laminar compartment (Figures 6

and 7).

Throughout S1, the majority (58%) of NNs were multipolar, over

a third (36%) were vertically oriented, and only a minority (6%) were

horizontal (Table 2). The proportion we found for the primary

somatosensory forelimb representation differs from the values

reported by Nogueira-Campos et al. (2012) for the entire S1 area

(50% vertical, 24–29% multipolar, and 7–26% horizontal NNs). Since

both studies used similar conditions for animal breeding, identical

procedures for tissue preparation and processing, and applied the

same criteria for data analysis, it is likely that the observed discrep-

ancy actually reflects differences in the sampled areas of S1. We

concluded that dendritic fields of NN in Layer V are more vertically

oriented than those in Layer VI or in the UL of S1 (Figure 6). We also

noted that the S1 GL NNs had higher verticality indices than NNs in

the underlying layers (Layer VI), although this tendency did not hold

when both LL (V and VI) were grouped together. Nogueira-Campos

et al. (2012) observed significantly lower verticality indices in UL

than in other layers of S1 but did not distinguish Layer V from

Layer VI.

In M1, UL neurons displayed a lower vi than in other layers

(Figure 6). To the best of our knowledge, no extensive examination of

NN in M1 is available to date, thereby precluding a comparison of our

data for M1 compartments.

Since differences in the geometric characteristics of cell bodies and

dendritic fields of NNs vary across cortical layers within the forepaw

representation of S1 and M1, we suggest that individual cells with

larger somas, larger numbers of nodes and segments, higher FDs, and

wider dendritic fields have larger volumes and may contribute to the

higher concentration of NO-synthesizing enzymes across layers. A

less vertically oriented NN in the UL of S1 may contribute to sustain-

ing the metabolic demands necessary for horizontal integration

through tangential connections. At the same time, the NN in GL and

Layer V may maintain vertical processing throughout cortical thick-

ness (Schubert et al., 2007).

5 | CONCLUSIONS

GABAergic inhibitory cortical neurons represent a phenotypically

diverse population. Such diversity is expressed by the variable electro-

physiological, neurochemical, and morphological characteristics

observed across species and brain regions. NO-releasing neurites may

influence neurometabolic dynamics in different manners according to

F IGURE 7 Selected representative nitrergic neurons (NNs) 3D-
reconstructed from each cytoarchitectonic compartment in areas S1
and M1. Representative NNs were selected on the basis of median
values observed for each cortical compartment (see text). All NNs are
oriented as if the pia mater was parallel to the top of the figure. Left
column, area S1; right column, area M1. From top to bottom: UL,
upper layers (I-II-III); GL, granular layer IV; V and VI, LLs V and VI. The
NN in S1 display more vertically-oriented dendritic trees, whereas NN
in M1 tend to be multipolar or horizontally oriented. Values of four
relevant morphological parameters for each representative neuron are
indicated: cba, cell body area; ff, form factor; dl, total dendritic length;
nd, nodes; seg, segments; fd, fractal dimension; vi, verticality index.
Scale bar: 50 μm
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their relationships with the local microvascular network and with glial

elements. In addition, their modulatory influence is also likely related

to their integration within local neuronal networks.

We explored such relationships in the rat cortex, specifically in

the forepaw representation of S1 and M1. When both areas were

compared globally, the diversity of NN morphotypes seems preserved

across both cortical fields, since they share a similar distribution of

soma and dendritic field characteristics, although NNs are slightly

more numerous in S1 than in M1. However, when cortical areas were

divided into laminar compartments, morphological differences

appeared between S1 and M1, suggesting that different NN mor-

photypes may influence neuronal NO release in a distinct way across

the cytoarchitectonic compartments of primary areas specialized in

processing sensory inputs and generating motor outputs.

However, cortical GABAergic neurons can be parceled into a

number of subgroups based on variations in morphology, birthplace,

mature locations, colocalized peptides, and electrophysiological

parameters. Despite such diversity, conventional models of cortical

function include GABAergic neurons as participators only in local con-

nectivity that play an inhibitory role. However, cortical GABAergic

categories include a subset of phylogenetically conserved neurons

that project axons across long distances, known as cortical GABAergic

projection neurons. Thus, it is possible that GABAergic projection

neurons might be a subset of the little-studied cells that persist in the

adult brain from the developmental subplate, and some NADPH-d

neurons could be long-range NOS neurons (Clancy et al., 2010).
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